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Global Index +- av.=4.08
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1. General Information1. General Information

Location1.1)

n=582
av.=2.61
dev.=1.75

Tonkawa 32.6%

Enid 28.7%

Stillwater- NOC only 13.2%

Stillwater - OSU 13.1%

University Center Ponca City 3.1%

Online only 1.7%

Other (e.g. high school at which you are concurrently enrolled) 7.6%

Gender1.2)

n=583
av.=1.39
dev.=0.49

Female 61.1%

Male 38.9%
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Enrollment Status1.3)

n=580
av.=1.49
dev.=0.77

Full-time (12 hours or more) 67.4%

Part-time (11 hours or fewer) 15.7%

Concurrent (high school student) 16.9%

Delivery Mode of Classes (Check all that apply)1.4)

n=606On site (classroom) 87.6%

Distance (ITV) 13.7%

Online 11.9%

Major1.5)

n=557Art 1.1%

Agricultural Sciences 4.7%

Biological Sciences (including Pre-Medicine & Pre-Pharmacy) 12.7%

Business Administration (including MIS and International Business) 11.5%

Business Management (including Accounting) 5.6%

Child Development 0.9%

Communication (including Mass Communication and Photography) 2.2%

Computer Science 1.3%

Criminal Justice Administration 2.9%

Digital Media and Design 1.4%

Elementary Education 4.7%

Engineering & Industrial Technology (including PTEC and Power Generation) 4.1%

English (including Creative Writing) 1.3%

General Studies 8.8%

Health, Physical Education, & Recreation (including Athletic Training and Personal Training) 4.3%

Math & Physical Science (including Astronomy, Chem/Physics, Math, & Pre-Engineering) 2.7%

Music (including Music Theatre) 1.3%

Nursing - Registered Nurse 15.1%

Nursing - Pre-Baccalaureate 6.6%

Social Science (including Behavioral Science) 7%

2. Advisement2. Advisement

The communication I received from the school
about the overall enrollment process was clear.

2.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=568

av.=4.08
md=4
dev.=0.78

I had chosen a degree program (major) before beginning classwork.2.3)

n=554Yes 77.1%

No 22.9%
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If undecided on a major, an advisor worked with
me to identify an academic degree program
(major) that met my goals.

2.4)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=434

av.=3.64
md=4
dev.=1.01

An academic advisor was available to help me
with questions about my course of study (courses
for my major).

2.6)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=547

av.=4.14
md=4
dev.=0.92

I was placed at the appropriate course level that
matched my academic level.

2.8)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=558

av.=4.27
md=4
dev.=0.78

3. Financial3. Financial

Prior to enrollment, clear information was made
available on how much my education would cost
(e.g. website cost calculator).

3.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=583

av.=3.98
md=4
dev.=0.96

Prior to enrollment, a school financial aid officer
provided financial aid counseling to help me
understand the responsibilities of borrowing
money to finance my education.

3.3)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=449
av.=3.63
md=4
dev.=1.19
ab.=124

I completed a federal financial aid application (FAFSA).3.5)

n=576
av.=1.8
dev.=1.15

Before Enrollment 62.3%

After enrollment but before the first day of class 11.6%

After classes started 9.9%

Not applicable - I did not apply for financial aid 16.1%

4. Course/Degree4. Course/Degree

I am satisfied with the progress I am making
toward completing my degree.

4.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=570

av.=4.2
md=4
dev.=0.84

Course content is appropriately challenging for my
program of study (degree).

4.3)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=567

av.=4.15
md=4
dev.=0.79

Courses required to complete my degree are
available when I need to take them.

4.5)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=565

av.=3.99
md=4
dev.=0.91
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5. Instructor5. Instructor

Faculty provide helpful instruction.5.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=566

av.=4.25
md=4
dev.=0.74

Faculty are available through office hours and/or
email.

5.3)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=563

av.=4.35
md=4
dev.=0.71

Faculty are knowledgeable about their subject
areas.

5.5)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=583

av.=4.41
md=4
dev.=0.65

6. Academic Support6. Academic Support

I have been able to access additional help with
classes when needed, either from my instructor or
tutoring services, on-site or online.

6.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=582

av.=4.17
md=4
dev.=0.77

I have access to the electronic databases (e.g.
Gale, Ebsco) and other library tools I need to
complete research assignments and coursework.

6.3)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=585

av.=4.31
md=4
dev.=0.75

I am able to access computer labs/writing labs
when needed for research and homework
assignments.

6.5)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=577

av.=4.32
md=4
dev.=0.75

Enrollment6.7)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=567

av.=4.23
md=4
dev.=0.76

Financial Aid6.8)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=564

av.=4.15
md=4
dev.=0.79

Scholarships6.9)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=566

av.=3.98
md=4
dev.=0.93

Billing6.10)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=553

av.=4.04
md=4
dev.=0.88

I am able to navigate the NOC website to find information needed for:
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I am able to access IT help as needed for
coursework and online services.

6.12)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=569

av.=3.83
md=4
dev.=0.86

When used, technology in the classroom is
effective for learning.

6.14)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=571

av.=4.28
md=4
dev.=0.74

7. Non-academic Support7. Non-academic Support

Classrooms and general facilities are safe.7.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=564
av.=4.45
md=5
dev.=0.66
ab.=16

Classrooms and general facilities are clean and
conducive to learning.

7.3)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=560
av.=4.45
md=5
dev.=0.68
ab.=15

When I have non-academic questions (issues
outside of the classroom), I can reach someone
who can help me in a timely manner.

7.5)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=581

av.=3.96
md=4
dev.=0.87

Enrollment7.7)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=555
av.=4.41
md=4
dev.=0.64
ab.=9

Billing/Payment7.8)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=548
av.=4.35
md=4
dev.=0.68
ab.=19

Financial Aid7.9)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=517
av.=4.24
md=4
dev.=0.79
ab.=50

Scholarships7.10)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=499
av.=4.1
md=4
dev.=0.84
ab.=62

Residence Hall7.11)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=399
av.=4.07
md=4
dev.=0.85
ab.=161

Employees are courteous and helpful in assisting with procedures in
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Academic Advising7.12)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=508
av.=4.32
md=4
dev.=0.71
ab.=52

Counseling7.13)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=478
av.=4.22
md=4
dev.=0.78
ab.=78

Bookstore7.14)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=504
av.=4.32
md=4
dev.=0.74
ab.=46

Clubs and organizations offer positive experiences
to enhance campus culture.

7.16)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=407
av.=4.11
md=4
dev.=0.84
ab.=168

Special events and student activities offer positive
experiences to enhance campus culture.

7.18)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree

n=429
av.=4.17
md=4
dev.=0.81
ab.=143

Overall, I am satisfied with my experience at
NOC.

7.20)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=563

av.=4.3
md=4
dev.=0.73
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Profile

Compilation: Spring 2018 Student Satisfaction 

Values used in the profile line: Mean

2. Advisement2. Advisement

2.1) The communication I received from the school
about the overall enrollment process was clear.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=568 av.=4.08 md=4.00 dev.=0.78

2.4) If undecided on a major, an advisor worked
with me to identify an academic degree
program (major) that met my goals.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=434 av.=3.64 md=4.00 dev.=1.01

2.6) An academic advisor was available to help me
with questions about my course of study
(courses for my major).

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=547 av.=4.14 md=4.00 dev.=0.92

2.8) I was placed at the appropriate course level
that matched my academic level.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=558 av.=4.27 md=4.00 dev.=0.78

3. Financial3. Financial

3.1) Prior to enrollment, clear information was made
available on how much my education would
cost (e.g. website cost calculator).

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=583 av.=3.98 md=4.00 dev.=0.96

3.3) Prior to enrollment, a school financial aid officer
provided financial aid counseling to help me
understand the responsibilities of borrowing

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=449 av.=3.63 md=4.00 dev.=1.19

4. Course/Degree4. Course/Degree

4.1) I am satisfied with the progress I am making
toward completing my degree.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=570 av.=4.20 md=4.00 dev.=0.84

4.3) Course content is appropriately challenging for
my program of study (degree).

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=567 av.=4.15 md=4.00 dev.=0.79

4.5) Courses required to complete my degree are
available when I need to take them.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=565 av.=3.99 md=4.00 dev.=0.91

5. Instructor5. Instructor

5.1) Faculty provide helpful instruction. Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=566 av.=4.25 md=4.00 dev.=0.74

5.3) Faculty are available through office hours and/
or email.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=563 av.=4.35 md=4.00 dev.=0.71

5.5) Faculty are knowledgeable about their subject
areas.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=583 av.=4.41 md=4.00 dev.=0.65

6. Academic Support6. Academic Support

6.1) I have been able to access additional help with
classes when needed, either from my instructor
or tutoring services, on-site or online.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=582 av.=4.17 md=4.00 dev.=0.77
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6.3) I have access to the electronic databases (e.g.
Gale, Ebsco) and other library tools I need to
complete research assignments and

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=585 av.=4.31 md=4.00 dev.=0.75

6.5) I am able to access computer labs/writing labs
when needed for research and homework
assignments.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=577 av.=4.32 md=4.00 dev.=0.75

6.7) Enrollment Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=567 av.=4.23 md=4.00 dev.=0.76

6.8) Financial Aid Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=564 av.=4.15 md=4.00 dev.=0.79

6.9) Scholarships Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=566 av.=3.98 md=4.00 dev.=0.93

6.10) Billing Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=553 av.=4.04 md=4.00 dev.=0.88

6.12) I am able to access IT help as needed for
coursework and online services.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=569 av.=3.83 md=4.00 dev.=0.86

6.14) When used, technology in the classroom is
effective for learning.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=571 av.=4.28 md=4.00 dev.=0.74

7. Non-academic Support7. Non-academic Support

7.1) Classrooms and general facilities are safe. Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=564 av.=4.45 md=5.00 dev.=0.66

7.3) Classrooms and general facilities are clean
and conducive to learning.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=560 av.=4.45 md=5.00 dev.=0.68

7.5) When I have non-academic questions (issues
outside of the classroom), I can reach
someone who can help me in a timely manner.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=581 av.=3.96 md=4.00 dev.=0.87

7.7) Enrollment Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=555 av.=4.41 md=4.00 dev.=0.64

7.8) Billing/Payment Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=548 av.=4.35 md=4.00 dev.=0.68

7.9) Financial Aid Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=517 av.=4.24 md=4.00 dev.=0.79

7.10) Scholarships Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=499 av.=4.10 md=4.00 dev.=0.84

7.11) Residence Hall Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=399 av.=4.07 md=4.00 dev.=0.85

7.12) Academic Advising Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=508 av.=4.32 md=4.00 dev.=0.71

7.13) Counseling Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=478 av.=4.22 md=4.00 dev.=0.78

7.14) Bookstore Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=504 av.=4.32 md=4.00 dev.=0.74

7.16) Clubs and organizations offer positive
experiences to enhance campus culture.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=407 av.=4.11 md=4.00 dev.=0.84

7.18) Special events and student activities offer
positive experiences to enhance campus
culture.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=429 av.=4.17 md=4.00 dev.=0.81

7.20) Overall, I am satisfied with my experience at
NOC.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=563 av.=4.30 md=4.00 dev.=0.73
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Comments ReportComments Report

2. Advisement2. Advisement

Comment 2.12.2) The communication I received from the school about the overall enrollment process was clear.
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Being a transfer student, I think there was a certain level of assumed prior knowledge. As different schools do have different procedure, I 
did feel a little in the dark and confused a couple times in the process due to the distance learning nature of the experience and the fact 
that it's much different than just applying straight on campus.

Didn't advertise very well but my councler told me

Everyone was very helpful

Everyone was very nice and helpful.

Everything you need to get done in order to enroll is clearly stated

Everytime I go to the office I always come out with new/changed info.

Helpful if I go to NOC offices

I agree, but when I first enrolled, I was told by NOC that I only needed 18 hours to be eligible for the Rad tech program, and turned out I 
needed the entire associates degree. 

I appreciate my advisor going over everything with me and answering all questions

I never really had any issues with enrollment.

I think we need to receive more emails regarding when enrollment is. I did not know when it was until my instructors informed me and I am 
not quite sure if it is up to them or not. 

I was informed often and properly by my professor

I was told multiple different things and was treated rudely by the man in the office 

I was told with plenty of time.

I wasn't told hardly anything til I physically drove out here...5hours..and got it.

It was good 

It was good!!

It was very easy to enroll with the help of my advisor.

It was very helpful, and super easy to enroll!

My advisor XXX has helped me tremendously.

My advisor got me this class

My advisor really helped me with enrolling each semester.

N/A

NA

Nothing has really been clearly talked about

Nothing was really made clear except when it opened

Some professors weren't a lot of help and understanding through some courses
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Teachers don’t do their job that well. 

The process to enroll was not clear, and financial aid was difficult also.

The school could've been more clear/open about the process.

There was some information that was unclear or was failed to be mentioned, such as deadlines for paying your dues.

They told me what I needed to know

They worked hard in ensuring the enrollment process went smooth and I had full understanding.

Very Helpful

Very good.

When I enrolled in the school, it was very straight forward and I understood everything very well.

Yes, very helpful

enrolling is kind of confusing

only by one teacher but it was well informed

very clear

Comment 2.42.5) If undecided on a major, an advisor worked with me to identify an academic degree program (major) that met my goals.
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Advisors have been helping to set me up in classes that are heading me the direction I am wanting to follow with my education. 

XXXX helped me a lot

XXXX is by far the BEST!! She has always mad my enrollment so efficient. 

Everyones helpful.

I already knew my major before starting at NOC.

I already knew what I wanted to do. 

I already knew what my major was going to be

I already know my major

I am a high school students

I am enjoying my online classes. 

I am set as being a business major

I am still in high school

I decided on my major, before hand.

I ended up changing majors

I had originally enrolled as an elementary education major and switched to nursing. 

I knew my major coming in.

I received a lot of help in deciding.

I simply did not know. But through my own self-discovery I found my passions.

I was mainly planning my classes to fit the mold to a bachelors program at OSU before applying to nursing school.

I was not undecided

I'm a concurrent student, so I did not have to declare a major.

Most my classes are at OSU so my advisor is at OSU

XXXX helped me to go ahe3ad and take the step I wanted to.

XXXX helped! She is the best!

My advisor made sure I knew what I had to take to complete my major and it was very helpful.

My current advisor is a bit inconsiderate of my plans.  They seem to not care about helping students.
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N/A (2 Counts)

NA

Never asked an advisor

No advisor worked with me, but the world of work class helped

No help, not sure if I'm staying with the same major

No just told me to figure it out

Not a full-time student planning to attend NOC pas senior year of high school.  Will transfer to OSU full time next semester and receive
advisement there.

Not applicable.

Not my advisor but my professor did.

Sometimes its complicated because an advisor doesn't want to tell you what to do with your life.

This is my first year at college so I don't have anything to compare my experience to but NOC is pretty great. I would like, though, to have
more time with my advisor but I know places like OSU make you create your own schedule so no complaining here. 

Undecided Majors are usually put as Buisness or Art Majors until they figure it out.

Very helpful.

Yes they tried to get to know me and then help me pick classes that sounded good to me

not undecided

they are very helpful and make it clear for my need.

yes

Comment 2.62.7) An academic advisor was available to help me with questions about my course of study (courses for my major).
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After I switched to another, the other advisor I had made me feel bad about by degree

Have not asked

I am not a full-time NOC student

I had a great advisor to help me.

I had to change my advisor, the one that I was with did not help me and did not have knowledge of my degree program and what I 
needed.

I have not met with my advisor.  I was placed on academic probation and have had to meet with XXXX, however, he has been very 
helpful.

I have talked to my advisor many times and she is very supportive.
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I understood everything, but if I didn't I know they would've helped me very well.

I used to be a business major, and it was almost impossible to schedule time with my advisor due to short office hours. 

I've never talked to my advisor but Professor XXXX has helped me a lot with my questions.

XXXXy helped me tremendously get my path in life lined out.

My advisor is slow at returning emails

My advisor is very smart and always helps me when I need help.

My advisor, Mrs. XXXX helped me out and made a schedule that met my wants and needs.

NA

Not applicable.

She gave me many plans to follow and lists of classes i NEED!

She was very helpful when I changed my major from Child Development to Nursing

There was always someone to help.

They helped me

XXXX is by far the best department head and advisor at NOC

Very knowledgable

Yes at OSU though. Not NOC

Yes.  My advisor was very helpful.

You always have to make an appointment

all staff is very helpful

my advisor had left and was never replaced so I chose my own classes

my advisor, Mrs. XXXX ... was my saving grace and by far the best advocate I have ever had.

not sure if they are advisers but the nursing staff help me with my needs even when i first tried to enroll 

went to NOC for gen. ed classes that my OSU advisor had already picked.

yes (3 Counts)

yes, the helped when I picked a major took some classes I did not see myself in and helped me pick new

yes2

Comment 2.82.9) I was placed at the appropriate course level that matched my academic level.
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All the classes I was given were at my level.

I chose my own classes without an advisor. 

I enrolled in a remidal class, because my advisor said I had to, but turns out my test scores were high enough and I shouldn't have taken it. 
I wasted $!

I knew what level I need to be at with the help of the placement test.

I picked my classes, so I hope I'm in the right level

I tested into classes.

I think I need a class that can introduce me to college alg. as I struggle with math.

I'm good at english

It had been 4 years since I had attended college first and I was placed correctly into where I left off.

Learning has always been an uphill battle for me

My advisor was very helpful.

My counselor, XXXX has been WONDERFUL about working with me via email. I've never met her but she has helped me tremendously. 
She is an asset to NOC.

N/A

NA

Starting off the first semester of my freshman year I was put in a math class made to help people with math trouble, but did the exact 
opposite.

The only issue I am having now is understand my Comp II class work in 8 weeks a little tough

They helped me get into the math I needed!

This replaced my 12th grade English course.

Yes (3 Counts

Yes!

Yes.

we took tests to decide where we needed to be placed mine was correct

yes (4 Counts

yes.
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3. Financial3. Financial

Comment 3.13.2)
Prior to enrollment, clear information was made available on how much my education would cost (e.g. website 
cost calculator).
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Although I was late enrolling, I was not made aware of the cost until after my enrollment into classes

As a concurrent student with nine hours, my balance was never clear at the beginning of semesters because six hours are free.

Did not have an accurate amount 

I disagree; it was not clear.

I get info in the mail.

I had a scholarship so I never had to worry about it.

I knew how much it would cost right off the bat. NOC is really inexpensive which I didn't have prior knowledge before. They have a great
website cost calculator to figure how much it is to attend. 

I never had to wonder.

It is known how much I have to pay.

It kept changing.

It was an estimate but it helped me get prepared!

It's fast and easy to use too!

My financial aid helped with this

No information about cost was discussed prior to my enrollment. I was surprised to learn that the UC was more expensive than the main
campuses. I assumed the opposite would be true, as main campuses provide an exceeding amount of facilities and opportunities as well
as the ability to communicate with teachers directly. 

Not really but I am on scholarship

Talking to my advisor after summer helped me a lot in deciding what class I needed.

The "all-inclusive" charges were very confusing versus just renting the books. There were many classes I had to pay a lot more for an all
inclusive price when I could have just rented a book for cheaper. Now I understand but being a new student coming in at semester it was a
very different and confusing transition.

The financial aid ladies told me one price and then it ended up changing, almost everytime.

The info sheet printed off and given to me after I enrolled broke down all the costs of classes and fees.

The lady at the business desk is always very helpful!

This was made clear during enrollment.

Yes

Yes very clear
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yes and people were there to talk to about it as well

Comment 3.33.4)
Prior to enrollment, a school financial aid officer provided financial aid counseling to help me understand the 
responsibilities of borrowing money to finance my education.
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Don't have to borrow yet

Have not enrolled or met for enrollment.

I could not qualify for financial aid.

I did financial aid by myself and NOC did not really help.

I didn't borrow money. FAFSA and Pell Grant covered tuition.

I had to look this up and try to understand 

I never talked to a financial aid officer.

It is easy to get ahold of them.

XXXX was awesome in helping me with EVERYTHING financial. Great woman. Of course, I didn't barrow any money and that is in due 
part to her and receiving funding. (Financial Aid) 

N/A

Never had that

No one helped me understand anything.

No one helped. I filled it with my parents.

No.  I am not able to get financial aid

Someone was always around to help

The financial aid officer did what she could to show me cheaper ways to get my education at another campus.

There was no one that told me anything about this; maybe my mother. But I am the one paying for my tuition and extra costs. Not her. 

Unless you go to them yourself, you will not find out anything.  Teachers tell you about scholarships but that is all.

Kathleen.Swain
Highlight
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Very knowledgable about the responsibility of Financial Aid.

yes

yes my family and I were well informed

Please explain why you did not apply for financial aid.3.6)
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At the time my parents were splitting up so they just went off my dad's pay

Because I already had a bachelors degree and I was paying for the education a different way.

Because I pay out of my pocket.

Concurrent

Concurrent Student

Concurrent costs were low enough I did not need too

Concurrent student.

Concurrent students do not need to

Confusing.

Do not qualify.

Don’t want student loans 

G.I. Bill

High school student

Highschool student

I am a concurrent student who does not plan on going to NOC after graduation.

I am a concurrent student who is currently taking one class with Enid High.

I am a concurrent student, so I do not have to worry about financial aid.

I am a concurrent student.

I am a high school student.

I am in concurrent enrollment

I am not able to receive financial aid since I am a high school students.

I am only a concurrent student

I am still in high school and, at this point, it is still unneeded. This will change in the future. 
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I applied for FAFSA for OU, but I didn't for NOC concurrent classes.

I applied for financial aid for the start of the fall semester since I am in concurrent enrollment at my high school.

I did apply for financial aid.

I did not need financial aid. I am in high school.

I did not need to

I did. 

I didn't need it.

I didn't need to

I guess my  mom made too much money.

I had no choice, every one has to fill out FAFSA. I can't personally, since it is with my mothers tax information. Even though, I am the one
paying for everything.

I had not needed financial aid until this semester

I had to receive my scholarship

I have been using an education grant.

International student.

My employer reimburses me for the cost of my classes, so I paid for the classes as I took them and then got reimbursed. 

My family didn't think I'd qualify

My husband makes too much money for me to qualify. 

N/A

NA

Not applicable

Not available for me.

Not eligible because I am a DACA student

Only concurrent class.

Parents did not wish for me to receive aid from this.

We are applying this week, because we earned too much to qualify, but too little for anything else.  It was complicated.  Plus, I am a high
school student.

completed FAFSA for OSU.

concurrent student

had problems of getting it completed

high school student

4. Course/Degree4. Course/Degree

Comment 4.14.2) I am satisfied with the progress I am making toward completing my degree.
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Allowing to take concurrent classes have helped

Being a single parent in college can be a very big obstacle but it will not stop me from succeeding.

But I want to do better.

Getting a lot of basics done

I am but I wish I could take more classes. I wish NOC offered more but I understand that this is a 2-year degree. Great place to get a good 
education. 

I am happy about the progress I've been making. I do feel really good about that. 

I am struggling, but I'm also trying.

I am using the credit from NOC to put towards my four-year college.

I feel like I am not being able to make the decisions I want here and will be looking to transfer to finish somewhere else

I just need to put more time into my school work

I struggled a lot my freshmen year, but I have a better idea on how to manage my time more.

It is going great. 

N.O.C. has given me a great opportunity w/general ed. courses needed

Not following a degree program yet.

Struggling with my Comp II class now

Thinking about changing my major.

Yes!

teachers assigning group work and theyre slacking and teacher has become unresponsive to emails so I feel like i am wasteing my time 
and money
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wish I was further along

yes

Comment 4.34.4) Course content is appropriately challenging for my program of study (degree).
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Barely even pertains to the course title. Comp II

Course content and assignments are satisfactory, I am sometimes dissatisfied about the lessened ability to discuss during class because
of the ITV audio lag. 

Course content that I have had so far has prepared me and challenged me

I am in High School, so this does not apply

I am not taking any classes that apply to my major.

I like to learn specifically what I need to know in order to go into that field and perform at the best of my ability.

It is challenging in a great way. 

Keeps me on my toes!

Not taking degree classes through NOC

The sciences are but this is what I chose.

Yes!

Yes, it is challenging enough for a 2-year degree program. 

yes

yes the courses are well in challenging us for the future degree we are working towards

Please indicate any courses that are needed and are not offered or are not offered in the timeframe needed.4.6)
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After high school, yes.

All the courses I've needed have been available so far.

Anatomy and Physiology II 

Anatomy and {physiology needs to be offered in the summer.

Animal Science, Plant and soil science, etc. are not offered in Stillwater

Engineering Chemistry

High school student, only basic classes are available

I am in high school but still have access to other NOC courses.

I am not sure what I need specifically yet

I am only taking concurrent, but if I needed classes for my major I would be fine.

I have only a few classes needed to get my associates and a lot of the classes for fall overlapped each other.  They were psychology
classes and science classes.

I have to take Environmental science and it's only offered online next year or well as Health and Wellness Education.

I just know that some of the classes for my associates aren't available at this location

It is all been very good.

It's sometimes hard w/ my judging schedule

Most of my general education pre-requisites are available but because my major is so specific not all are available (animal science)
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Most of my upper level classes are sometimes hard to find times that work with my schedule.

My courses tend to overlap so I have to move my schedule a lot.

My remedial math class is not offered online and I need it but I live too far from any NOC campus to attend classes in person

N/A (2 Counts)

Not applicable not sure about a degree.

Not taking through NOC

Physiology is not offered during a day and time that would work with the Nursing program. (IE: Evenings)

Some courses are only offered in either spring or fall semesters, making it difficult to enroll or having to wait longer to complete
coursework. 

There was some awkward scheduling and I ended up having a single odd man out class left to take, when in previous semesters, I was
want of classes to fill my schedule. That can happen at any school though. 

They only offer one of the course for the fall semester and the spring, but you have to take the first course in fall so you take the other.

photograpy

the nursing and science department need to work together on students being able to fit all classes into schedules

5. Instructor5. Instructor

Comment 5.15.2) Faculty provide helpful instruction.
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XXXX is the best instructor!!! :)

Amazing professors

Best faculty I've ever gotten the opportunity to work with!

I have a different way of retaining information so I find other ways to teach myself the topic.

I have had an instructor who is very vague.

I have mixed feelings of faculty, but explanation will be saved for end of course review

I love all of my professor's.

I love my teachers. I love teachers in general. But I do love the English department. They're all great. 

It depends on the instructor, most instructors at NOC are very helpful.

Love my Instructors. Fav. XXXX.

XXXX Bio teacher is very unhelpful. doesn't teach well. Just reads off a powerpoint. I could do that at home.

XXXX is great!

My faculty is great.

Online teachers think they don’t need to teach. They upload information and grade. It’s hard to get in contact with them and they are not 
helpful at all. Their the teacher they need to teach. Not just upload information for us to teach ourselves. Most of us who take online 
classes are working full time or are full time parents or both. We shouldn’t be punished for needing to take online classes.

The instruction given was not always clear. There was no consistency among staff members.

The instructors here are amazingly relaxed and education individuals. I like going here partly because of the reliability and partly because 
of how AWESOME the NOC instructors are at what they do. Very nice people. They seem like they really care about the students who 
come here. 

The most likely always change up what they're going to say/false info.

They make sure we are prepared for course work, helpful if we do not understand

Very helpful!

excellent teachers that work with you

yes

yes!
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Comment 5.35.4) Faculty are available through office hours and/or email.
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Depends on the instructor.

XXXX of Comp II allows me to contact him through social media which is incredibly helpful.

I have a very hard time having faculty return phone calls and emails, even after multiple have been sent. 

It really just depends on the professors. Some are really great about emails and office hours, but some are never there during their posted 
office hours and it can be quite frustrating.

Night staff is very disrespectful. The rush people who are in the mist of having class because they are ready to go home. I was out of my 
class at 8:45, they had already locked the doors and locked me out of the school. One of my classes were canceled, I had to stay and take 
the test with my classmates, two of the night workers replied to my classmate "she need to hurry up and come on" (referring to myself. 
They are very rude during the night shift, end of story.

One of the professors I had this spring would either respond to emails incredibly late, or would not respond.

Some of the faculty are more available than others

They are always there to help. 

They are available more through email and blackboard than in person. It has only been the past couple of weeks that one specifically has 
truly made an in person effort. My only observation about this would be maybe I was not as persistent in the beginning as I have been the 
last couple of weeks.

They have answered every email in a timely manner.

They work well in getting back to you over email and tell us office hours are always free

They're present during office hours, but office hours MWF are brief.

XXXX and her assistant in the back are never and the assistant has a attitude like no other

XXXX isnt

sounds about right

Comment 5.55.6) Faculty are knowledgeable about their subject areas.
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Bio teacher was a botnist and only talked about plants.

Depends on the faculty.
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XXXX in the nursing, knows everything, if you want things answered and fix, she the lady for it. 

Had some amazing teachers, then some who had no idea what they were talking about.

I fell as though one of my teachers doesn't know how to explain material in other forms so that others can understand it.  Intro to business 
teacher.

I have loved all my teachers, they are great.

I have no doubt that I'm getting good information from the teachers in my major.

I love that they know how to teach the material well so it is not so bland.

I wish they use different methods of teaching instead of just lecturing the entire class time.  Some do not seem to care about helping 
students succeed.

My PTECH instructors were awesome.

The NOC instructors, at least the ones I have had, know their stuff. The teachers here are reliable, kind-hearted, and seem to care about 
the students they are instructing. Couldn't ask for a better college here in Enid.

The faculty is very helpful in all areas.

They are knowledgeable and show a passion for their work.

Yes, this is true for two of our professors. There are two that I could answer this question with a "disagree."

only some.

you can tell the educators care about the field in which they teach

6. Academic Support6. Academic Support

Comment 6.16.2) I have been able to access additional help with classes when needed, either from my instructor or tutoring 
services, on-site or online.
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All except XXXX in American Government.

Discussion board is the only way to communicate it appears. This is not my preferred way as I don't always want everyone in my class to 
know my areas of struggle.

I dislike the online books for my classes

I have not needed additional help.

I love tutor.com

My online instructor for Art Appreciation 034, has not emailed me back at all, all semester, when I've needed help or had questions.

On site classes too early sometimes

Only provided by OSU campus ...

They are helpful. 

YES! Resources are always there and so helpful if you use them

professors usually can help and respond to emails.

we need to post updates if a tutor isn't here.

Comment 6.36.4) I have access to the electronic databases (e.g. Gale, Ebsco) and other library tools I need to complete research
assignments and coursework.
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Again, only through OSU website, not NOC.

I dislike the online books for my classes
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I don't even know what these databases are, so I'm assuming they've never applied to my coursework. 

I have not needed access to the electronic databases.

I have separate access through OSU databases

Not aware through NOC - just we my OSU ones.

This doesn’t really apply to me.

Yes

Comment 6.56.6) I am able to access computer labs/writing labs when needed for research and homework assignments.
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During the week, absolutely. However, I really wish it was accessible on weekends as well. 

I am at the high school and do not need them.

I did not need access to labs

I have my own laptop.

No idea, no info given.

Not 100% sure because I haven't utilized.

We have one right by us. 

Wish the library opened a little earlier than 8 but never had a problem

Yes

Comments for website6.11)

610: no one said you can look at your bills before I enrolled
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Can be hard to navigate website

Everything is easy to find

I do not use the website very often

I find the scholarship portion of the website to be confusing and not useful.

If it were easier to access myNOC and my student email, I am sure countless students would appreciate that.

Interface could be updated

It is an easy website. 

It say to go to some website for the billing but doesn't have the second step anywhere on the next page.

It's difficult to find 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 on the website.

My councler helps me

OSU student

Scholarship page is complicated and hard to navigate

The mobile website was down every time I tried to access it on my phone.

The scholarships search area is difficult to find.

They have a clear thought out website and it gives you all the info/numbers to call

it is difficult to connect 2 semesters to the same Nelnet account

Comment 6.126.13) I am able to access IT help as needed for coursework and online services.
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XXXX from IT helped so much with online access issues. She did stuff above and beyond her station.

Do not know what that is

I am not familiar with attempting to do this.

I am unfamiliar with IT.

I have never had to do this. 

I haven't need much help with online services.

I've never needed this service so I'm not sure if it's easily accessible or not. 

Never needed it.

Not sure what it is

Used them a lot to reset passwords.

idk never used it

non-applicable.  At the high school, concurrent teachers may have a limited knowledge on using a smart board. 

why use a computer when I'm paying you to TEACH me.

7. Non-academic Support7. Non-academic Support

Comment 7.17.2) Classrooms and general facilities are safe.
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I am taking online classes

I have never felt like I am in danger.

I have never felt unsafe in a classroom

I take classes on the Enid high school campus

If giant cockroaches are safe then yes.

If there was ever a shooter/bad weather the glass walls on 1 side of the rooms wouldn't protect us.

It has been proven that gun free zones are not safe.  As a veteran and conceal carry permit holder I should be allowed to carry my weapon
and defend myself rather than be stuck in a classroom with an active shooter situation going on and simply waiting to be executed 

It is a great learning environment. 

No water or drinks in library counter

The elevator is kinda scary in every building

Comment 7.37.4) Classrooms and general facilities are clean and conducive to learning.
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I am at the Enid high campus.

It is a great place. 

Roaches :(

The bathrooms are not clean everyday.  They smell bad.

They could definitely be cleaner.

They keep them very clean and are catious of what kids bring in

our janitor in the nursing building keeps it spotless and provides flowers as well in the bathroom. always clean

yes (2 Counts)

Comment 7.57.6) When I have non-academic questions (issues outside of the classroom), I can reach someone who can help me in a 
timely manner.
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Does not apply

I have never had to do this.

If our teachers can not help us they point us in the direction of someone who can

Never had to reach out to anyone, but I know of a few people tha have there was always someone available to help

Never had to.

Not sure who to go to.

The facility was very helpful to assist with my disability problems

again nursing staff and financial aid is all i have dealt with as far as non academic issues but they have been wonderful

who?

yes everyone is helfull

Comments for employee courtesy and helpfulness7.15)
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As a student who transferred at semester it was already hard because everyone knew everything that i had yet to learn, and it seemed 
frustrating for the staff to answer my questions. (Mainly the bookstore)

XXXX in the nursing building. ALways on top of things and has an answer for everything. XXXX i think his name is, the custodian in the 
nursing building keeps the building spotless. Everytime i go in its clean. Never ever dirty.

Everyone I've ever talked to has been very helpful!

Everyone is willing to help or point me in the right direction to who I need to talk to

Everyone seems put out when I ask for assistance.

Excellent staff extremely helpful.

Financial aid office employees are not helpful and more than most of the time, not friendly.

I've called the bookstore several times and those who have spoken with me have been courteous and helpful. I also have to give a shout 
out to XXXX and XXXX in Stillwater for being especially amazing! These ladies have encouraged me so much and make a positive impact 
in education.

Love the financial office and bookstore staff they are great people
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Male in charge of enrollment at NOC Stillwater is not helpful at all. The female is the best advisor I have talked to at NOC Stillwater. 

XXXX is always available to help. She's awesome.

XXXX is an amazing advisor. Always quick and always helpful!

No A/C and they get mad when we ask them to turn it on when its 85-70 degrees outside.

Nursing advisors are rude to nursing students that are not going to attend NOC nursing program

Sometimes employees are abrupt and act like they're rushing you to get to the next person, but overall friendly. 

The bookstore staff in Tonkawa is great, they’re very helpful and friendly. I always look forward to meeting with them, even if I spend on 
books. :

The counseling department could use some work.

The employees at NOC Stillwater are above and beyond helpful, personable and positive.

The ladies I dealt with were very kind and helpful.

The lady in charge of billing/payment is so nice, she does her job very well!

The man in the library is mean

The staff in the office are so mean, XXXX was the nicest person there, but now the are only few people who is nice.

The student should just go to their advisor because going to the enrollment offices takes too long and they send you everywhere.

They are all very helpful 

They are available to answer questions 90% of the time and are super helpful.

explain process better for those who are first gen college students

nursing staff and financial aide has made this possible for me so I want to make sure you understand they are amazing. I wont tell you my 
story but they know it and have helped me, cried with me and checked up on me so I love them and hope they get to see these results!!!

some areas need improvement.

Comment on clubs and organizations7.17)
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Concurrent students @ NOC-Stillwater

Did not even know, there was any clubs/organizations w/NOC.

Go Civitans. Go PLC

I am not a part of any clubs or any organizations.

I am not in a club. 

I do not know of any clubs at NOC

I have no idea what clubs and organizations are even offered on campus. These are not well publicized. 

It helps me get more involved and get to know a lot of people.

SNA

The thunder club movie day was really nice.
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There are hardly any clubs; the few that are offered have hardly any student participation

There are many clubs and organizations and they make it easy to get involved

They are a great way to get to know students and learn more about campus life.

Comment on special events and student activities7.19)
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Again, I have no idea what special events or activities are available. 

Class sizes, instructors

I always enjoy attending the art shows, concerts, literary festivals, and awards shows. 

I don't hear much about student activities or events

I have not done this.

I haven't been to any events or activities.

I hear very little about events through NOC

I wish there was more things to do on campus.

None at Stillwater NOC

SNA activities

The petting zoo was really fun.

There are no events at Stillwater's NOC.

What have you liked best about your NOC experience?7.21)
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A majority of it teachers are able to explain and help students such as I whom work full time and go to school full time 

All my teachers are kind and work with me

All of the extra activities that are provided.

Baseball (2 Counts

Baseball.

Being able to learn new things, and able to live on my own.

Being able to receive college credits through concurrent enrollment.

Being on the soccer team 

Cheap to attend

Comp one with XXXX :)

Concurrent is going smoothly with my Hs. classes

Considering I am not actually on the NOC campus, this info is not applicable.

Earning credit hours before going to a 4-year college

Easy access and close to home.

Easy navigation through campus, and advisors are nice and quick when setting up schedules

Enriching myself through interaction with my teachers and professors. I truly appreciate their mentor-ship. 

Everyone is helpful

Gaining credit hours

Ha
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Having 18 hours completed going into school next year as a freshman ... and my professors!

How courteous employees and students are.

How everyone is willing to help you no matter what.

How helpful the staff is, i feel as if I can always reach out to them and someone will be there.

How many options they give you to meet your needs.

How well put together the school and how it flows

I am happy to learn around a group of instructors who want me to succed

I am pursuing a goal I have long wanted and in doing so have gotten my life back on track and can be a positive role model for my girls. 

I am still in high school.

I can choose my pace; most people here are very helpful and understanding.

I could take classes as a senior in high school

I enjoy being closer with the professor.

I enjoy how friendly the teachers and staff are.

I enjoy my college classes and love being able to take them as a high school student.

I enjoy that it is close to home and it is an easy way to achieve my goals.

I enjoy the easy access to classes on my high school campus.

I enjoy the size and the familiarity I have with classmates and instructors

I enjoyed learning from my professors.

I felt very welcomed at NOC and in the community.

I have enjoyed having small class sizes.

I have enjoyed learning from instructors that are knowledgeable in their fields.

I have enjoyed my concurrent experience at NOC Enid because of my teachers and content of classes.

I have enjoyed the interaction and smallness of the course

I have enjoyed the small classes and awesome teachers and students.

I have greatly enjoyed my time at NOC

I have liked my one on one advising w/ XXXX and the small class size

I have liked that I can take NOC classes on my high school campus.

I have liked the dorm life, being able to meet and interact with other students

I have liked the staff, makes me feel comfortable

I have loved the smaller classroom sizes and the friendly staff.

I have made new friends and how easy and great the staff is.  Its easy to work with them and they are always there if you need help.

I have met many people that make my time in class enjoyful. Also the staff and atmosphere make it easier for me to learn what I need 

I like NOC because even though it is a small school, you get the big school feel, since they are connected with OSU.

I like how NOC offers me the classes I need to move on to another college.

I like how all the teachers are willing to help no matter what the problem is.

I like how convenient it is, you get to enroll into high level courses for the fraction of the cost of any other school

I like how helpful everyone at NOC is. The instructors I have had have all been very helpful and very nice.
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I like how helpful everyone is to further my experience here.

I like how the campus is not big, and class room sizes are small

I like that Enid has a campus in town so I don't have to drive somewhere else to continue my education. I also appreciate that there are 
several options for evening and online classes. 

I like that I am getting an education.

I like that everyone is so friendly.

I like that it is affordable 

I like the small atmosphere. NOC has given me the ability to stay close to home.

I like the smaller classrooms, and able to meet people easy :.

I liked best that the classes are smaller. This allows people to feel involved and promotes better learning.

I love NOC, the daytime staff is very friendly.

I really like the small class sizes and all of the different times offered for courses.

I sometimes struggle with English and my teacher XXXX has been great in in class and teaching!

I'm able to complete college courses while in high school.

I've had the ability to get close to my soccer teammates and my teachers are very helpful.

I've liked being away from the busyness of the city that I'm from.

It has awesome teachers to help me in any way possible

It has been an easy transition for me to navigate with my work, children, and school work.

It is a college experience while I am still in high school, so I am completing necessary basics early in my college career.

It is a simple way to get the degree I want.

It is a small campus with people that are very helpful. 

It is helping me get a jump start on my education. Teachers are really helpful/nice. 

It was cheap and easy.

It's been an ice way to get used to college and figure out what I want to do in the future.

It's just an overall amazing school!!!

Its a warming inviting learning environment where I feel I can be sucessful

Its small and more or less quiet.

Knowing more about the campus and knowing where to go when question arises

Learning a new subject that will help prepare me for college next year.

Making friends with my interests and doing themes with them. 

Making new friends, learning, small, nice teachers

Meeting new friends and seeing that some instructors really do care about you and will help you.

Meeting new people 

Most of my prof's.  They care about our personal and academic life.

My Comp 2 teacher. XXXX. She's the only one who teaches.

My classes aren't complicated and my instructor is helpful when I have questions. All of my classes are online, and BlackBoard has always 
been easy for me to navigate.
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My instructors

My nursing instructors!

My professors are amazing

My professors where people and helped me with my work after my mothers death and the depression that followed

N/A

NOC is very personable.  My professors and advisor both speak to me as an adult, rather than student/child.  The classroom settings have
been great and everyone has been easy to get along with.

NOC-OSU gateway program

Nice and clean

Nice/helping me when I need it

Nothing (2 Counts)

Nursing instructors and classmates.

People (students, instructors) are very nice. School gives a possibility to develop students not only in their major, but also in a different
manner.

Professors

Roustabout shows

Small class sizes

Small class sizes with teachers who will answer questions

Small class sizes.

Small class, familiar setting

Small classes, meet people

Small classrooms

Small school, more one-on-one with instructors

Something I liked best about my experience in concurrent is that I was able to receive college credits in a non-expensive way.

Teachers

Teachers are helpful

That I have learned so much since I have become a student here.

That it is a small enough college to get around within minutes & that the required classes for the next university are offered.

That nothing is extremely complicated, faculty make life easy on me, I have never had a question someone can not answer.

The NOC course is more open to student input.

The ability to learn at a higher level than my peers as well as a jump start in my college education.

The additional help and understanding

The advisement/Financial aid staff are very helpful.

The amount of help I get from the teachers and faculty.

The class sites and teachers.

The class sizes and teachers.

The classes are much easier

The concurrent courses I am taking are preparing me for college. The professors provide challenging and helpful material.
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The convenience of the University Center and NOC working together!!

The courses at easy to me.

The different NOC has going on. Hanging with my friends at the dorms.

The easiness of setting up classes and getting help when I need it.

The easy process of enrollment.

The efectivness of the courses

The faculty seems caring and when needed are there to help.

The flexibility my program offered.  If it weren't for night courses, I could not have completed my degree because I work full time.

The freedom and how small the campus is. Its comfortable because of the site

The friend I have made.

The friends I've made.

The helpful - home like atmosphere. We actually have relationships with our professors.

The instructors are down-to-earth.

The instructors are fantastic!

The instructors really care about what they teach.

The learning experience.

The men's basketball team

The new friends and the great atmosphere they have.

The opportunity to grow and learn. The faculty is awesome super helpful and make college easier. The environment is great no matter
where you go at N.O.C.

The options I am given to further my academic career.

The people are very encouraging

The people have been wonderful.

The people that I have met.

The profesors at NOC are one-of-a kind!

The professors are amazing! They go above and beyond to make the student aware of the amount of care they have about them and their
education they are seeking.

The professors are good.

The professors are willing to work with their students and want everyone to succeed.

The professors here have all been wonderful and very helpful.

The progress to my degree

The project achieve program I'm in is very helpful because I'm a first time parent with a one year old.

The relationships of classmates in smaller classes along with the access to professors.

The small class sizes. It's wonderful when professors know you by name, and it's less intimidating to ask questions and actually learn.
NOC has changed my life. Thank you!

The small classes help and the teachers are very willing to help anytime and anyway that they can. 

The small school feeling while being in a big town. Everyone is helpful and the teachers are involved and helpful.

The smaller classes.
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The staff is always willing to help 

The staff, the classroom environment, the access to computers, the cheap cost, the QUIET. I like how NOC is quiet so I can concentrate
on my work, especially in the library. I just really like the historical significance of NOC as well. This is a very relaxed, public, professional,
and WELCOMING college. I feel very safe here and I can be who I want to be and express my opinion. It's just feels great to be here. 

The teachers

The teachers and their personal interest for the students to strive.

The teachers and their willingness to help.

The teachers are amazing

The teachers are great and very helpful makes you fell more comfortable

The teachers that I have had, have really taken the time to teach and help me learn.

The teachers that helped me.

The teachers. They are a great help.

The way the instructors actually take time to help the student out instead of pushing them through

Things typically get done in a timely manner. 

Very friendly and helpful

Very organized

What I have liked best about my NOC experience is that it is a smaller college which allows me to focus more on the classes and allows
me to reach teachers or staff when needed. 

What I like the best about my experience would be how nice the faculty is.

affordable.

class (2 Counts)

getting to meet new people

good teachers

its been a great place to start my career.

meeting students and faculty

on campus experiences

saying it's like a family is to cliché and to much of a strong word but everyone is social and friendly.

small classes

the accessability and ease of handling all formalities.

the personal relationship you can make with professors and class mates because of small class sizes.

the students

the teachers

What is one thing NOC could do to enhance your experience?7.22)
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Add more options for teachers with certain subjects.

All in all NOC is a great place and I'm glad to be here.

Ask if students need help cause sometimes they don't know who to talk to

Be clearer on payments and if a payment has failed, reach out earlier in the semester.

Be closer to home.

Be more available, be more courteous and not make the student feel as if they are a “bother”. Return phone calls and emails. Let students
enroll, drop/add classes online. 

Be willing to expand their class sizes just a little for people that need those classes instead of a set number of people.

Better counseling with picking your major

Better facility, and different teaching techniques in the math department. I took two different math courses and both failed many kids.

Better food.

Better teachers

Better the food options, extend the visiting hours in dorms, and more group activities.

Blackboard is extremely difficulty to use on mobile devices, possibly find a way to improve that experience.

Change to something other than blackboard.  D2L is way easier to use and looks a lot better.  D2L is just easy to know how to work.

Clean the bathrooms better in the dorms.

Do better with the people they hire.

Employees be more happy, advisors help students and hurry up and build the new classroom building.

Encourage more student involvement

Envolve

Evaluate some professors more often.

Everything

Everything is perfect so far.

Financial aid actually understanding what they're talking about.
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Find a way to help all the teachers use blackboard more effectively. Some teachers don’t know how to use certain aspects of blackboard 

Finding scholarship search page easier.

Fire the librarian

Fix blackboard, the app does not notify me when there is an announcement.

Fix heat/air in Threlkeld

Fix the pothole outside the parking lot west (southwest) of Harold Hall.

Food services, student union is expensive, so it's hard to get a real meal outside of the cafeteria.

Formatting classes by academic level so students are learning more.

Get a new location but that is already being done.

Get rid of math functions.

Have better online practices, such as making assignments and due dates more clear.

Have bluebooks without having to preorder.

Have donuts every morning for class.

Have more Events on campus

Have more activities available for their students

Have more intramural sports, as well as more student activities.

Have more ways we can be involved at NOC

Have online instructors be more involved.

Have someone available to help me find and understand grants and scholarships I could qualify for. To my knowledge I have asked here in
Enid and Tonkawa and there is not one.

Have the sonic down the road open before I leave

Having my classes on only three days or two days instead of five to cut down the driving I have to do in order to come.

I am involved in several things through my high school. This year I have had to worry about missing too many classes. I've had to turn
down opportunities because the number of days I can miss doesn't work for me. Something that could enhance my experience is making
exceptions to the 4/6 days missed you are dropped no matter what rule. For instance, if a student is doing well in a class they should be
allowed to miss so long as they are keeping their grade up and taking their tests.   

I am very pleased with everything.

I cannot think of anything that you can approve. :)

I did not like the Ebook. I was not given a choice what book used I was automatically assigned an ebook which was very cumbersome
when I encountered problems.

I do not think NOC needs to do anything else to enhance my experience.

I don’t really have anything negative to say. It is a great experience for me! 

I graduated a few years ago, but I just started college this semester. Had I gone to college right out of high school, I would have had
several scholarship opportunities because I had a high GPA and was involved in multiple extra-curricular activities, but since I waited a few
years, the only opportunity I had for any kind of help for tuition was through my field of work. I really wish that I had the same kind of
opportunities I would have at 18.

I have enjoyed my experience as is

I have had a great experience through NOC

I have no complaints with my experience thus far.

I learned al lot after I joined NOC.
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I only have 1 class at NOC so I don't know, my experience was great!

I think NOC has satisfied my experience here and there is nothing more they could do to enhance my experience. 

I think my experience has already been great.

I wish the instructors showed more interest in teaching.

I wish there was more of a relationship with the newly established RN-BSN program at OSU.

I wish they helped their students find the right major/career path for them.

If a student is an OSU student but is also enrolled at NOC, don't make them wait until April 30th to enroll. I really need chemistry and I 
won't know if I can enroll in it until April 30th and I enroll at OSU on the 17th. It would make sense to do that for non-current NOC students 
that are just transferring to be enrolled, but not for us. 

If all teachers could use blackboard the same way, that'd be great.

Improve website

Improving the effectiveness of the ITV lectures for the nursing program. I think there needs to be more thorough education of staff in 
operating the system. Also, the system itself sometimes doesn't work correctly. Hope this helps!

Involve all types of students in outside activities. Make it to where it doesn't conflict in the athletes schedules so that everyone can 
participate.

It costs to much.

It's a great school an a awesome experience.

Keep doing what you are doing.

Kool-Aid and pool parties

Less ITV.

Lose XXXX

Make Bush dorm a little cleaner.

Make Markley more cleaner (as a resident here other than that, none

Make it more hands on

Make the food better.

Make the scholarships easier to understand and obtain.

Make things less complicated.

Making the staff in the main office to help the students nice and happy!

Maybe have more classes 

More Parking.

More TR classes.

More activities

More events to bring students together for a fun time.

More flexible with schedules

More intramural sports

More scholarships.

Most teachers read off a power point? I could do that at home. I wish they'd teach since I'm paying them.

Moving into a nicer, and newer building.

N/A (7 Counts
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NOC could enhance their technology. I saw this because the professors computer are sometimes slow and not wanting to turn on.

NOC has done a great job.  The only thing I could say is more NOC student activities, not all OSU.

NOC is a great college.

No attendance because life happens

No complaints.

Not applicable.

Not being at OSU first year was Awesome.  Rather be here than anywhere.

Not make my dorm living cost more than the rest of college combined

Not rely so heavily on computers.

Not sure? fix vending machines?

Nothing (5 Counts)

Nothing I love this campus.

Nothing really

Nothing that I am aware of

Nothing that I can think of I have fully enjoyed every minute of my time on campus.

Nothing that I can think of at this time.

Nothing. Everything is great.

Offer filming classes at Enid campus

Offer more classes for each degree program.

Offer more engineer

Offer more majors

Offer more parking.  Better parking.

Offer more/different classes such as different histories, political, or economic classes.

One thing about NOC that could help not only mine, but other students' is the curfew hours. It's not fair because we want to spend more
time with our friends and study hours. If students are out too late and cannot take responsibilities into their own hands, then that is on
them. I believe we are old enough to handle things. Considering everyone here is 18 years old or older. And also, we do pay to come to
school here and I do not think we should have to abide by rules as silly as those. We're grown adults that should be getting ready for the
future and being treated as if we were still at home or in high school is not gonna help the future. 

Only thing NOC could do to enhance my experience is to keep the AC on all year round.

Pool parties

Pool parties and Kool-Aid.

Provide better dorms.

Provide more concurrent courses

Provide more summer classes.

Revaluate ITV classes or give professors blackboard training.

Scholarships for concurrent students.

Show up on time more often

Take less hours to benefit my work schedule.

Tell me more about Student Orgs.
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The blackboard portal needs to be more generic so it doesn’t differ a lot from class to class. Student loans should be provided with the
appropriate amount to pay for the semester and books. I was sent a letter at the beginning of April stating that I had to pay $560 by the end
of April or I would be dropped from my summer courses. I can’t afford that, why was that not budgeted into my semester, why did I not
receive a large enough loan to cover this, why was I only informed a month in advance? Very disappointed because I have to drop my
summer schedule and I will be transferring to a different school for the fall semester. 

The building layout.

The computers are very slow when typing to do coursework, that could be updated.

The do not need to fix anything.

The meal times are inconvenient to me, but it's a minor complaint.

The online teacher for anatomy & physiology is the absolute worst teacher I have ever had in my life.  I had to drop the class plus pay for it
in full.  She should not be teaching the class AT ALL.  You guys should be ashamed of yourselves for even hiring her.

There is not much more, I just which they had an art program.

There is so much to learn in two years of nursing school that it would help to have more hours of classroom time each week.

They can't clean up my mess of a life.

They could offer more classes towards engineering.

They could offer more courses in Enid and for concurrent students.

This being my first year at college, this is a bit of a hard question to answer.
I suppose one thing that I would enhance in my experience at NOC is...a pay raise for our instructors, the support personnel, and anyone
else who contributes to making NOC the fine institute that it is. They deserve it. 

This is just something that came to mind just now, but I can't help but notice small errors on the main webpage from time to time. A
webpage is the public face of the college and small errors create a sloppy image that says we don't care enough to carefully edit our work.
For instance, the Gala flier has the date Sunday April 24 listed as the date for the event. But if I pull up my calendar, that date doesn't exist.
That's a Wednesday. And the e-mail I received says the concert is Saturday April 28. Just a thought. That's a pretty big event to flub the
date on the main flier. 

To enhance my experience, NOC could offer more classes at my high school.

To work on clarification of weather days being cohesive to OSU.

Turn on the AC in E.V. sooner

Turn there AC on when its almost 90 outside

Vending machine food should be more cost friendly. Too pricey. 

Visitation rules in dorms, easier to use thermostats in dorm

better bathrooms in Easterling!!!

better food, more fun activities, longer curfew

better parking

cost less

enrollment at the Stillwater campus can be confusing given specific majors

field trips

get rid of 8 am's. :)

have better equipment in the gym.

hire the right coaches

hospitality towards instruction

lower tuition prices. 

make it cheaper.
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making scholarship Info easier to understand and sign up for

more doughnuts :)

more thing that will help us socialize with each other

nothing

noting

offer more class options to let students further their education

offer scholarships for concurrent students.

parking

supply better facilities

take mor classes




